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SUMMARY

This report is initiat€d by the LBA, the Cerman F€deral
Office forCivil Aviation, in order to summarize the state of
the art in fatigue substantiation for sailplanes. Special
regard to the safety of life-time-calculation methods is
given. lhe author has decided to use time as the tuideline
of this report. To its maior part it is based on literaturc pub-
lished byOSTIV and uses some other contributions, which
are available from Airworthiness Autho.ihes or libraries.
Thut the background literature referred to may be avail-
able for many sailplane desi$ers.

This r€port is not yet an accepted means of compliance,
however it may be a procedure to be followed for future
tests, which may result in shorter but harder fatitue tests
and better life time predictions by concurrcnt damage
accumulation calculations.

History of fatigu€ substantiation of FRP-sailplnnes in
Germany

Since the early 1960's FRP (Fibre Reinforced Plastics)
sailplane v,,ings were tested for fatigue by applying simu-
lated air loads accordint to a load spectrum atr€€d by the
authorities represented by DVL-PfL or LBA.

First full scale tests were performed by Eugen Hanle for
the Libelle H-302 originally in his small factory and
Akaflieg Darmstadt e.V for the D 3.ld glass-FRP wing.

Whereas Hanle used a load spectrum of different load
amplitudet Akaflieg Darmstadt demonstrated 10000 load
cycles at maximum and minimum limit load, based on
damage accumulation calculations of Dr. Cassner and a
final static load test to destruction.

In th€ 1970s Pmf. W. Thielemann did several full scale
fatigue tests on FRP sailplane wings using Mr. F. K.
Franzmey€r's load spectrum at increasint load l€vels.lhe
Libelle 302 was tested again during this research work.

Beginnint in the late 1970s, but mainly in the 1980s,
Professors W. Thielemann and H. Kossira increased the
si€ss and slrain test levels of glass and carbon fibre rein-
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forc€d plastic sparsp€cimen, which were repres€ntative for
sailplane design.

In 1980 and 1981 H. Kossira (outer wing) and Chr.
Kensche (inner wing) test€d a tull scale Nimbus 2c wing.
German sailplane designers had to prov€ that their new
design was covered by the previous fatigue tests in design
and stress and strain l€vel.

The disadvantage of the procedure described above it
that the real fatigue lifetime of the wings or the test speci-
men is unknown, as they w€re more or l€ss destroyed in
final static tests in order to demonstrat€ sufficient residual
strength-

Is there a reserve in the life factor of FRP sailplane
structures?

It is the author's belief that a potential in FRP sailplane
fatitue .esistance exists, which has not be€n t€sted yet.
Some fatigue failures of metal parts during the full scale
tests demonstrated that the reserves in lifetime w€re hith-
er for the FRP-structure than for the metal paris, even
though designers were hoping to achieve a well balanced
structure h'ith similar fatigue resistance of both metal and
FRP

Ample research on fatigu€ of FRP wind turbine blades
showed that the service life of such rotor blades may
exceed 25 years at stress levels similar as used for sailplane
wings.So it iswise to look to areasclose to aviation for pos-
sibl€ transfer of material database and calculation m€thods
for mutually used materials.

History of analytical lifetime substantiation for
sailpl.nes made from sev€ral materials

In 1963 K. R. Obee published a paper s€e [Ref. 1], about
the fati$e of wooden gliders using the PalmSren - Miner
cumulative damage theory. He predicted 15200 hours of
s€rvice life with a life factor of 3.6 for a fictiv€ training
glider" designed to n = 4 - 1,5 = 6 ultimate load, and 100500
hours ofservicelife with the same life factor of3.6 for a fic-
tive 'cloud nying glider" designed to n = 5 -1,5 = 7,5 ulti-
mate load. The spar beam material used was spruce.

In the litht of load spectra applied today, both examples
are quite highly sEessed sailplanes. Assuming that Kiefer
4002 as used for the Ka6 B/C, BR/CR or E model variantt
has thesame fatigue resistanceas the (less dense) spruce, as
calculated by Obee, the Ka6 series beint desitned to n =
4.2 = 8 ultimate load have an expected service life ofabout
150000 hourt also with a life factor of3,6and assumint the
load spectrum of the cloud flyint glider.

As it is our common experience, that wooden gliders
have 'no fatigue probl€m when well maintained, the ana
lytic substantiation method gets quite attractive, as about
150000 hours life time is -by practicat operation experience
- the eternal life of a sailplane.

In May 1973 US DOT published a Finat Report issued
by the FAA, [Ref. 2], Fatitue Evaluation of Wing and
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Associated Shucture on Small Airptanet which was at
that time not a standard, specification or regulation but a

possible means of comPliance.
Thrs report contains three important subiects:
. The use of the Palmgren - Miner hypothesis" as cumu-

lative damage fatigue theory or "Miner's Linear
Cumulative Damage Th€ory,'

. loadint spectra for various types ofaircraft and usage,

scatter factors (life factors) for
1 full scale fatigue test 3 to 4,

1 component fatiglre test 5 to 7, with lou/er factors for
multiple component tests and scatter factors 7 to 8 fol ana-
lytical substantiation according to the report.

As can be learned from [Ret 2, 3, 7 and 9], the analytic
method was used in comparison to a tull scale test lRel 7l
and another cumulative damage hypothesis H1 by
Hetlvood, [Ref. 3], not quoted here. Life factors varied
from 3 fot high confidence specimen data to 4 or 5 for con-
servative calculations.

It is important to know, that [Ref. 3] quotes a reralcula-
tion of the lif€ time of the Blanik" aluminium alloy
sailplane usint a different flight usate load spectrum
which was accepted by the Australian authority and
,llowed to €xtend the service life from 3750 hours to a

higher number.

lRei 7l repoits about full scale fatigue tests of compos-
ite material sailplane components (two wing Panels and a

stabilizer halo including intended damate together with a

calculated failure probability 1 /1000 to 1 / 10000 for 1000

hours of service life.
lRef.9l is a similar study as quoted in [Ret 3]. A safe

fatigue tife of an aluminium alloy sailPlane could be

extended from 10000 hours and 30000 landints, calculated
by usint a most severe load sP€ctrum, to more than 15000

hours, depending from the area regarded.It is importantto
know, that th€ full scale fatigue test was conducted at two
load levels by the manufacturer and that the lifetime was
evaluated by calculation on a duly consewative basis' and
accepted by the airworthiness authoriry

The author has not heard fmm fatigu€ failures of these
aircraft which have now been in service for quite a time,
exce€ding 15000 hours and possibly approaching the cal-
culated servic€ time.

Comparison of difJerent load spectra

rn lune 1983 H. Kossira and W Reinke published the
KoSMOS cycte, lRef. 41, simulating 6000 hours operation
time. KoSMOS was revised later [Ref.22] published March
1986, and is quite a strict envelope of all sailplane and small
airplane usage compared to othet spectra used earlier The
author f€els that KoSMOS2 as used today is very rnuch to
the conservative side despite an omission oflow amplitude
cycles. This is confimed by Christoph K€nsche, who has

checked the KoSMOS2 for applicability for sailplanes, as

well as by Prof. Dr. Ing. wilhelm R€inke in a private letter
to the author, dated 05 June 2001. It was also confirmed,
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that fot 12,5% of the total flight tim€ aerobatics were
included in KoSMOS [Ref. 22]. This was still an open sub-
ject in the status of KoSMOS as given in [Ref. 4].

There was also a discussion whether the loads m€asured
with the Janus and its specific response to tust inputs is
representative for other sailplanes. Prof. Reinke rePort€d,
that comparison measurements on other aircraft in the
same air mass did not show significantly other spectra
despite different pilot feel. It was learned that the pilots do
not feel the hithest gloads but more the acceleration
increase with time, which is more rapid in alpine soadng
compared to flat colrntry soaring. The resulting peakloads,
however, are the same.

In 1986 and 1989 lRefs 5 and 61, Payne, Sue Yek and
Coates evaluated load spectra for glider operation in
Australia (the so called Dorning spectrum )and made first
calculations about fatigue sensitivity ofFRPgliders using a
"Linear Cumulative Damage Hypothesis.'

In [Ref. 9], load sp€ctra for different locations inside
Australia are given, demonstmtint the influence of strong
thermal flying (at Tocumval) and 8% of the total flight tim€
aerobatics which cause almost similar load sPectra and
therefore the shortest life time.

In [Ref. 15] Chr. Kensche has shown by calculation that
the low load amplitude omission between KoSMOSI and
KoSMOS2 is almost uncritical for glass FRP compared to
the high life factors applied to the calculations.

Life-time calculations as an accepted means of compli-

In 1991 LBA [Ref. 8] published standards for structural
substantiation of sailplane and power sailplane comPo-
nents made from glass and carbon FRB in which an ana-
lytic calculation was not yet.considered. How€v€r in 1995

the JAR-22 Study Group [Ret 10 ] stafted to update the
fatigue requirements oflAR 22.627, having a clos€ look on
equivalent OSTIV- Standards.

The July 1992 Issue of OSTIV AS defined Safe Life, Life
Factor, Fail Safe Structurc and Inspections lnterval, which
are used in this article and further allows a fatigue life esti-
mation by analysis alone, when it is conservative.

An important step forward in analytic methods was
achieved by Chr. Kensche, lRefs. 11 and 121, in which the
wide data base on FRP gathered by EC sponsored research

for wind turbines [Ref.13]was used as additional informa-
tion to the FRP research done for sailplan€s. It was shown
that th€ damate accumulation using the Linear Palmgren-
Miner Rule' coincides very well with specimens which
were tested under the calculated conditions.

The calculated lif€time prediction using 95% reliability
values resulted in 1.03 and 1.14 time longer tested life of
two specimens. This is an unusual high accuracy of calcu-
lation result versus test when compared to corresponding
efforts in metal structures.

As a very preliminary r€sult Chr. Kensche calculat€d the
service life of a fictive sailplane under quite high design
strainr but below 0.4% to 1.5% strain of th€ coupon tests,

using the same database and calculation methods. He Pre
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dicted almost an unbelievable 5.900.000 to 27400000 service
hours for a spar cap (flante) design with a sttain o10.7%
(limitload) for glass-epoxy based on ihe 'Franzmeyer Load
Spectrum and usint 50% reliability coupon test data. He
also proposed a falrgue test of 10.000 load cycles at design
stress level to cover fatigue of a FRP structure. That is
exactly what Dr. Gassner had asked for in 1963 for the
D34d of Akaflieg Darmstadt.

Dr. J. Gedeon published a paper on load sp€ctra [Rel 141

which is based on measured atmospheric tusts and devel-
ops a connection between structural load sPectra and
measured applied meteorolotical data.

In July 1997 C. Alan Patching reported about a full scale
fatigue test of a Janus wing at R.M.I.T. in Australia [Ref. 71.

Nearly 36000 service hours were simulated at a high strain
level of 1000 microstrain per g. which is about 25% morc
than a Janus will experience in night.

As an importantresult ofthis testat elevated load level it
was found that the rate of growth of cracks was slow such
that they would have been detected in operation and all
progressiv€ damage in FRP was found using simple non-
destructive inspection techniques.

In J:uJy 1997 and August 1999 Chr. Kensche present€d
papers at the OSTIV Congrcsses, [Refs. 23 and 2a], which
demonstrate the reliability of damage accumulation calcu-
lations versus test results.

In October and Novemb€r 1998, Chr. Kensche delivered
a first report about calculated service life of an existint
sailplane [R€fs. 16 and 17].

In an important meeting of Alexander Schleicher
Segelflugzeugbau, Mr. Kensche and the LBA it was stated,
that the calculation is acceptable in pinciple, however it
must be demonstmted that the calculated damaSe accumu-
lation proves corr€ct not only in small specimenbutalso in

In IRef. l8lpublished in November 1998J. F. Mandell, D.
D. Samborsky, D. D. Combs, M. E. Scott and D. S. Cairns
sholved that spars of wind turbine blades - very similar to
l-spars of sailplane wings - withstood slithtly more load
cycles than small coupons under the same strain. This is
important as there needs not to be an extra lifejactor for
calculation versus component test. A similar result was
shown by tests on a ca$on/glass spar beam produced by
A. Schleicher Segelflugzeugbau for the LuFol -prcgram
where V Trappe could show that the spar withstood hiSh-
er cyclic loads then testcoupons taken from the same mate-
rial. A report is not published yet.

H. J. Sutherland reports 1999 in [Ref.19]about bestprac-
tices for fatigue analysis of a wind turbine component. He
quotes the "Palmgren-Miner Linear Damage Rule com-
monly called Miner's Rule": 'This damate rule is curient-
ly used throughout the industry.

In a summary Sutherland states that three sets of infor-
mation arc requir€d to estimate the service lifetime of a
wind turbine:

. The fatigue load cycles on the turbine as a function of
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the innow conditions
. The S-N behaviour (or the linear crack growth of the

material(s) being analys€d and
. The annual wind speed distnbudon
According to Sutherland, with the database known

today, a factor of2betw€€n damage pr€dictions and meas-
ured lifetimes should be expected.

Also in 1999 [Ret 20], J. F. Mandell, D. D. Samborsky and
H. l. Sutherland published experience on fatitue of FRP
wind turbin€ blades based on material parameters and
design details which are similar to sailplan€ spars. In that
paper the authors state, that the U.S. (many materials t€st-
ed not as much in depth) and the EC data (few materials
t€sted in great depth) are in general agreementin fibretlass
fatigue, more in tension than in compression. It is impor-
tant, that the author of this report adds that the European
database includ€s materials used for sailplane constluc-
tion. The fali8ue performance hohe\er in compression
varies less than in tension, which is important for sailplane
application, where compression loads of the spar flanges
are generally assumed to be the critical ones.

It is important, that the fibre volume content ofglass FRP

must not be higher thar 35% to 15% io get good fatigu€
performance. The fibre volume contents of glass FRP UD
strands is about 57,5'1, in weighr for German d€signed
sailplanes, corresponding to 39% in votume. For hand lay
up laminat€s of woven fabric, the fibre content is less than
40% in weitht corresponding to 27% in fibre volume only.

Thus, conventional sailplane manufacturing methods
produce fatigue resistant structures. The authors of I Ret
20 l call similar results on wind turbine stuctures the most
significant and surprising findings of the t€st program.
This fact however is not so new and corresponds to the
knowledge gathered with sailplane fatigue where the same
conclusions have been determined. The difference in
matrix contentcomparcd to an ambitious high temperature
pre-pret autoclav process may explain possible differcnces
in fatigue resistance.

Another important result of report I Ret 20 ] is, that the
materials in the structure [I-beamJ performed much as

reported in the data base using coupon t€sts . A similar
experiencewas reported by V Trappe, G. Arnst P Horst, as

well as by M. Heide, with a carbon FRP flange and glass
FRP shear web where the flange stru$ure performed better
than test coupons of suitable size from the same material

[unpublished LuFo 1 Program report July 2000].
lt is atso interestint that at a maximum strain of 0,61 %,

which is about the limit strain of a sailplane spar about
800.000 load cycles are shown for a 'poor" triax laminate
spar flange and about 8.000.000 cycles for a +/- 450 web. In
the firsL case the coupons are stightly better, in the latter
case the components are better

lRef. 21i is an abstract of Mr. Kensche s unpublished
LuFo 1-Prograrn report Einstufige Ermiidungsversuche
an Holmbauteilen zur Vereinfachung der Lebensdauer -
Zulassungsverfahren of July 2000. ln this abstract, pre-
sented at the OSTIV-SDP- Meeting October 2000 in Prague
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and as a paper presented at the first OSTIV-Seminar at
Mafikeng South Africa, 2001, Christoph W. Kensche dis-
cusses the possibilily thdt erpensive and time consuming
fatigue tests of tull scale wings or (multiple) representative
spar components could be replaced by one steP load cycle
testsatabout limitload and R=-0,55 to cover negative loads
also. He also presented specimen data of the oldest materi-
als used for glass FRP sailplane production and predicted
that the lifetime of UD glass spar ( girder") flanges and
shear web and bonding made of +/-,150 glass in Plain
weave. As the prediction for the uD flange is 3.5 decades

higher than for shear web and bonding, he continues his

research on the latter subiect.
S-N curves and a constant amplitude life diagram

(Haith diagram) are given, which show that one million
load cycles to failure can be expected at limit shear web
stress. Also the tifetime prediction of the GE162IC260
epoxy resin system, also known as Epikoie 162lEpikure
113. which i\ no lonter in produclion, is shown in comPdr
ison with Scheufler L335/H340 resin as its replacement.
These two resin systems are very comparable esPecially at
high shear loads. This may be important for tuture tests,

where Epikote/Epikure structures must be simulated".
Asparbeam teometry is presented which has the desiF

toal to test high shear web and glue bonding loads. Two
static tests at 540C showed i = 1,725 related to the shear
web allowable of Ksdx = 13,12 km.

Two more spar beams were produced in a slightly differ-
ent way of resin impregnation. They werc fatiSue cycled
with 12 KosMos2 cycles corr€sponding to 72000 flyint
hours. The residual static strcntth test at tloc resulted in i
= 2 related to the shear web allowable.

This unexpected result demonstrates a trainint effect" as

known from some metals as well as an influenceofthe pro-
duction method. Nevertheless the test shows that the
potential in fatigue of the FRP is by far not yet used.

Cons€quently two more spar beams werc tested with
486.200 and 68000load cycles at j= 1 and R = {.55 and R =
{.5 respectively. Both components did not fail due to FRIP

failure. Afte l86.200 load cycles the steel pin in the end of
the specimen failed in an irreparable way. Before that two
metal main pins had to be replaced after they failed during
the tests. After 68.000 load cycles the other Probe was

stopped as noises in the sandwrch foam core were experi-
enced.

It should be noted that in both cases, 10.000 load cycles

did not show any fatigue signs and that at 30000 load
cycles first cracks n€ar the highly loaded flange to shear
web bonding were detected, as well as a first de-lamination
bubble between flante and shear web at that plac€ which
did very slowly grow butdid notcause the end of the tests,

2 respectively 15 times later.
ln the summarla Chr Kensche makes the important

point, that 1.000.000 one step cycles at limit load simulate
the equivalent of 39.000.000 flying hours when 'Miner's
Rule is applied for damage accumulation. Only 10000load

cycles are equivalent to 390000 flying hours, which is more
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than needed for a sailplane, even when high life factors are

applied. No significant stiffness changes were found uP to
30.000load cycles (equivalent to 1.17 million flying hours).
This makes it easier to underctand why 72.000 simulated
flight hours were just training the component sPecimerL

so that they carried higher static loads than new ones. Also
the spar beams were of conservative design

Note: Some metal partsofthe testspecimen failed durin8
the tesL as did the strain gauges which are also from metal.
This latter case is an important hint that FRIP is more
fatigue reqi.Lant than metal al lhe sdme st in.

Kensche puts th€ admission of 50000 flight hours into
discussion for glass sailplane wings for which the t€sted

spai design is representative. He proPos€s to inviteawork-
ing group consisting of sailplane manufacturers, scientistt
and the airworthiness authority to establish the one steP

fatigue test as an acceptable means of comPliance to
demonstrate safe fatiSue life of FRIP sailplane structures

Conclusions
All literature quot€d herein uses whatis termed, in short,

"Miner s Rule for damage accumulation. The m€thod was
called "Palmgren Miner Hypothesis and Miners Linear
Cumulative Damage Theory [Ref. 2] and Palmgren-
Miner Cumulative Damage Theory [Ref. 1] in the early
years. It is called Palmgren-Min€r Linear Damage Rul€
today ( see also [Ref. 191 ). Today Miner's Ru]e is state of
the artin metal aircraftand metal desitn and also accepted
in wind turbine blades made from FRP Chr. Kensche has

proved this for Tcoupon tests with very low scatter factors.
The similarities are such that the calculation methods are

applicable for sailplane spars. This was also demonstrated
by Kensche using mean value material data for calculation
compared to component tests [Ref.21]and 95% survivabil-
ity / 957; lower confidence limit fatiSue curves for Predict
ing coupon fatiSue tests correctl)i

All quoted literature atrees in that test components have
the same or better fatigue resistance than coupons.

From all the load spectra found in the literature given
here, the KoSIVIO62 cycle [Ref.22] is a very 'hard'sPec
trum, covering all missions in an enveloPing way includ-
ing 12.5'; flving time ol .imple aerobatic..

For the special case ofan existing sailPlane the UID Slass
spar flange lifetime is well covered by multiPle tull scal€

oanus) [Ret 15]and spar beam testsat higher stmin / stress

levels- The +/-450 glass shearweb and bonding to the spar
flange is covered by I Ref. 21 ] in an impressive life time cal-
culation, backed up by 72-000 hours CoSMOS 2 cycles and
an equivalent of almost 20.000.000 hours (more than 2000

years ofcontinuous operation I) in the limit load cycle t€sts

This corresponds to a life factor of 380 for a life time of
50000 hours.Inall tests it has been shown that fatigue relat-
ed damage occurred in such a way that it would haveb€en
detected in service by inspections. ln case of the spar beam
tests quite massive de- laminations of the spar caP to shear

web glue ioint at 37.000 cycles did not grow so fast that
they led to FRP failure at 486.200load cycles. The gluejoint
load in the sparbeam test specimen was about 20% hiSher
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than calculated with the same method at limit load for an
actual sailplane design.

As for the existing sailplane in question the spar stubs,
root rib and the first 0.5mbehind the root rib are the high-
est stress/strain areas of the structure and easily accessible
for inspection, an extension of the service life beyond
12.000 flight hours is proposed by the author. Some highly
loaded metal parts must be exchanged.

Apart from the special problem of life time ext€nsion of
this existing sailplane with its low str€ss/strain and glue
ioad level, it must be stated, that fatigue substantiation by
calculation alone is not yet state of the art. Howevet
fatigue tests at one or fio high load levels together with
concurent damage accumulation calculatiory as well as

comparative calculations of life time due to different load
spectra, have already been successfully done with metal
sailplanes and were agreed by the authorities.

In wind turbine blade design li{e time calculations have
already become state of the art for FRP strllctures. For FRP
sailplane structuies a suitably reprcsentative test specimen
should still be tested atelevated stress/strain level, maybe
in a simple one step fatitue test only, and then compared
with the damage accumulation calculation caused by an
applicable load spectrum.

A very important findin8 of Dipl.-Ing. C. Alan Patching
should be regarded, when damage accumulation calcula-
tions are compar€d with one step fatigue tests: " The sim-
ple testshould be ata load level (inside the load spectrum),
where the material in question has the lowest fatigue resist
ance" in order to be on the conservative side with the
fatitue test.

The author must admit that lucky circumstances let him
get deep insight into the fatigue pnblem generally and to
FRP-fatigue in particular. He feels, that a sailplane design-
er as well as the certification authority should accept an
expertise of a recommended fatigue specialist in a similar
way as usually agreed for the flutter investigation for a

sailplane.
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